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About This Game
Salmon Ninja is a fast paced action platformer. With a handy grappling hook you can quickly traverse the environment by
grabbing onto walls, ceilings, and even enemies. This combined with a trusty sword makes you a swift killer. You play as a tiny
ninja lost in a strange and hostile world. With the help and guidance of a friendly salmon you try to make your way home.
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this ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥doesn't work i bought premium but it still doesn't register that i have so i can't log in to ESEA. Worth
it
i would say for $.62 it is a good deal and i ended up getting it for free by selling some of my trading cards!. I know, it sounds
pricy and in all reality, the 2016 Season Pass is pricy.
Luckily, you save a lot on time, effort and in game money. You don't have to pay fight money to get your characters, but instead
you get to save it up for costumes and characters later in 2017.
Though, the pass should only be priced around 15.99. 30 bucks just for a Seasons Pass that's six characters and an extra
costume.
Overall pricy. But it's good for casual players like me who don't feel like playing the game all day and neither is amazingly good
at it. But if you play hardcore, just skip this seasons pass and whip some butt in the game and online.. Thumbs up! Easy to use.
Great for beginners. 53mins.
Never need to play this one again.
Try your mum though if she likes mindless, time consuming fun on say... a face book game or something.
Nah it's not that bad, actually pretty good value if you enjoy scorre based games and achievements. (Tetris score attack etc)
James Dudding.
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I bought this game in hopes that it's like Switchball for the Xbox 360. Well, it is.. kinda. But at the same time, worse.
The controls are abysmal. There is no mouselook whatsoever but only switching the camera by holding Shift and pressing either
W,A,S or D (WTF). Also, no controller support.
Next is that the levels are rather simplicity than actual level design. They're boring, generic and lack any challenge.
Sometimes when you pause you get Russian text instead of English.
Please, stay away from this title.. Woah... it challenges me. Hmm... nice story, nice graphic and nice gameplay.
I need more challenges one. Keep it up!!!. wow coudlnt play with friends 0/10. so far so good i love it for what it is
however.unless its essensially to the story id love to see a litttle charecter creater however thats just me being picky. i do love it
and congrats on getting somthing mlp on steam i hear hasbro can be asses about anything slightly related to mlp however do get
fooled so far this to me is just a game that has ponys in it and its pretty creepy and the controls arnt so bad either il update once
im done :). If you are a Serious fan then I dont know why you need me to tell you to get this game. If your not then obviously
youve never played one before (a joke), but seriously (:p), I think this side note to the fanchise is a charming addition to a fun
shooter.. PÁ CARAI VÉI!. The game is kind of short and repetivtive, but for it's price, I really recommend it!
You will surely get at least 1 hour of gameplay, which is somewhat impressive for a title this simple.
The graphics and sounds are okay, the gameplay feels balanced, and the customization and battles are really well designed.
Overall, I'd give it a 8/10. This game is a lot more fun than I expected it to be! It is casual and kind of repetitive in a relaxing
way. I finished it in 6 hours, but I am pretty sure I will play it again. I haven't seen all the plants yet! I do hope more plants and
pots, and new ranks\/goals, are added in the future.. It's unpolished and not what I expected but I ended up really liking the game
and was even a little sad because I completed it. The thing that makes this game stand out from other match-3 games that I've
played is that you can move pieces diagonally. There's also no timer for the main mode so it was fun to just chill out to my own
music and enjoy the gentle brain tease.
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